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26 March
Japanese shares rose after Federal Reserve Chairman Ben S. Bernanke 
said accommodative monetary policy is still needed and a report 
showed German business confidence unexpectedly gained, boosting 
exporters’ outlook.

The Bank of Japan’s Tankan survey is likely to show that big 
manufacturers have become less pessimistic, adding to signs of 
an economic revival that will bolster the case for capping stimulus 
measures this year.

Oil traded near the highest level in three days in New York on 
speculation fuel demand will rise after Federal Reserve Chairman Ben 
S. Bernanke signaled interest rates will be kept low enough to stimulate 
the U.S. economy.

Rio Tinto Group, the world’s third- largest mining company, is 
considering selling its diamond assets because the mines may no 
longer fit its strategy, joining BHP Billiton Ltd. in a similar sale process.

27 March
The yen gained versus all of its major counterparts as investors flocked 
to refuge assets amid a decline in Asian equities.

Treasuries snapped a gain, after yields fell to a two-week low, as 
economists said a government report today will show orders for 
durable goods at U.S. factories are climbing.

The Australian and New Zealand dollars slid against most major peers 
as Asian stocks extended a global retreat, sapping demand for 
higher-yielding assets.

Japanese shares fell after U.S. data failed to spur buying after the 
Nikkei 225 Stock Average gained the most in six months yesterday. 
Sharp Corp. was poised to jump after Foxconn Technology Group 
agreed to buy a stake in the loss-making display maker.

28 March
The euro was within 0.5 percent of a one-month high after a draft 
statement from European finance ministers showed governments are 
preparing to increase rescue funds when they meet tomorrow.

Australia’s dollar extended its first monthly decline this year after 
Treasurer Wayne Swan said today that meeting the country’s budget 
surplus goal will require spending cuts.
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Chinese stocks are poised to extend their slump as the slowing 
economy hurts earnings, according to Bank Julius Baer & Co., which 
has about $286 billion in client assets worldwide.

Treasuries stayed lower after falling yesterday as traders prepared to 
bid on $29 billion of seven-year debt in the last of three note sales this 
week.

29 March
Most Asian stocks fell, with the region’s benchmark equity index 
paring its biggest quarterly gain in more than a year, as Japanese 
manufacturers slid after the nation’s industrial production 
unexpectedly fell.

The Australian and New Zealand dollars were set for their first monthly 
declines this year amid concern a slowdown in the Chinese economy 
will curb demand for resource exports from the South Pacific nations.

Japanese stocks edged lower after a report showed the nation’s 
industrial production unexpectedly declined in February, and as the 
strengthening yen damped the outlook for exporters’ earnings.

No middleman in the industrialized world is offering potential buyers a 
cheaper way to export wheat to Asia than Australia’s GrainCorp Ltd.

30 March
Treasuries fell for a second day after Chinese factories expanded and 
as economists said data this week will show U.S. manufacturing and 
employment increased.

Japanese stocks rose, with the Nikkei 225 Stock Average gaining for 
the first time in four days, as stronger-than-forecast U.S. consumer 
sentiment and spending bolstered optimism on the global economic 
recovery.

A ban on Internet users commenting on posts to China’s two largest 
microblogging sites enters its third day after the government closed 
16 websites and detained six people for spreading rumors of a coup 
attempt in Beijing.

Most Asian stocks fell, with a regional benchmark index erasing earlier 
gains, after a Chinese manufacturing report exceeded estimates 
and Vice Premier Li Keqiang said the country will continue to stabilize 
prices.


